
 

PRODUCTION PROPOSAL 
t do we know about yo 

1. We use Skype for our video calls, so make sure you have your software ready. 
- If you don’t have an account, set one up.  If you do, make sure you login (do you remember your password)? 
- Do a speed test of your connection at speedtest.net - we are looking for speeds of 5Mbps down and up to do a 

good call.  If either number is LESS than 5, please call us ASAP.  
- When you start Skype it should ask you to check your audio and your camera - make sure you can see and hear 

yourself. 
- If you need technical assistance, contact us on 02 9699 5553. 
- As soon as the call connects, make sure you turn your video ON (we might be in the middle of a show and not be 

able to remind you). 

2. Consider your background ‘language’.  
- What message does your background send about you?  Professional, untidy?  
- Is it distracting from the conversation (you’d be surprised how viewers look at the small details in the background) 
- Avoid standing right up against a wall, this can create shadows and gives no depth of field.  
- Choose a professional background (a bedroom, for instance, isn’t a great choice) 

2. Use a tripod if you’re using your phone or stable surface for phone or computer.  
- Shakes show easily and make a video hard on the eyes.  

3. If using a phone always have it in a horizontal position.  

4. Setup to frame your face.  
- The camera should be head height.  DONT set it up below you shooting up 

(unless you love seeing double chins).  Raise angle of camera if needed for a 
more flattering angle. Ideally your eyes will line up with the top third line and 
able to see movement of shoulders and hands.  

5. Lighting.  
- Natural light is best - if you can, face a window.   
- If there’s no natural light, have a light behind the camera facing toward you. 
- Don’t have bright lights behind you - i.e. a window or a light bulb 
- If outside avoid direct and harsh sunlight.  

6. Audio  
- With video interviews, audio is more important than visual – wherever possible, use a mic (headphones with mics on 

them - like Apple EarPods - are fine).  A lapel mic is ideal, or an external mic that’s not built into your computer.  
- It is extremely important you wear headphones - this stops your computer mic hearing the computer speakers and 

creating feedback.  The other problem is that your audio will cut out when you speak as the Skype software tries to 
stop feedback.  This is solved by you wearing headphones. 

- Watch out for surrounding sounds. If you’re filming outside, it may not sound noisy but a simple small breeze can 
disturb the quality of audio.  

7. Clothing  
- Avoid jewellery that will jingle, especially earrings against headphones / mics. 
- Bold Block and Bright colours attract the eye 

8. Body language  
- Stand if possible - it allows your body to be more expressive and positive.  
- Use your hands and facial expressions to emphasize your points.  

9. Relax as much as you can.  
- Go into the interview with a goal of enjoying yourself and sharing a piece of your story. Don’t be nervous. 

For assistance, contact us on (02) 9699 5553 or email goodinfo@damngood.com.au

Video Interview Tips

http://speedtest.net

